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PREACH
THAT
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a handout to accompany a series of podcast
on public speaking 
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PODCAST #1:
DIFFERENCES

BETWEEN
SPEAKING AND

WRITING 
 

Speaking vs. writing

*Take into mind that when you
read you can always go back if
you don’t understand
something whereas you don’t
ask the speaker to repeat
something in the middle of the
speech. Speeches really need to
be clear and catchy- don’t lose
the audience’s attention!

*Repetitions are a big no-no in
reading, but in speaking it’s
great. I have a dream by Martin
Luther King Jr. is a perfect
example:
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=vP4iY1TtS3s

“I have a dream that one day on
the red hills of Georgia, the sons
of former slaves and the sons of
former slave owners will be able
to sit down together at the table
of brotherhood.
I have a dream that one day
even the state of Mississippi, a
state sweltering with the heat of
injustice, sweltering with the
heat of oppression will be
transformed into an oasis of
freedom and justice.
I have a dream that my four
little children will one day live in
a nation where they will not be
judged by the color of their skin
but by the content of their
character. I have a dream today.

I have a dream that one day
down in Alabama with its
vicious racists, with its governor
having his lips dripping with
the words of interposition and
nullification, one day right
down in Alabama little Black
boys and Black girls will be
able to join hands with little
white boys and white girls as
sisters and brothers. I have a
dream today.
I have a dream that one day
every valley shall be exalted,
every hill and mountain shall
be made low, the rough places
will be made plain, and the
crooked places will be made
straight, and the glory of the
Lord shall be revealed, and all
flesh shall see it together.”
 
Speaking vs. reading aloud

*AUTHENTICITY- it is so much
easier to focus during a speech
when you can relate to the
speaker on some level
*it can sound robotic when you
just read off a card and that is
something we want to avoid
when public speaking
    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vP4iY1TtS3s
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WRITING 
 

*3 important factors to consider:

            -emphasis
            -changes in intonation
            -volume

PRACTICE: Take an essay you
have written and try to present it
as a speech. Try and notice how
unnatural it sounds. As another
task, you can take any part of a
well-known play and try to
present as a speech. You can use
“To be, or not to be, that is the
question” from Shakespeare’s
Hamlet. 

https://www.poetryfoundation.or
g/poems/56965/speech-to-be-
or-not-to-be-that-is-the-
question
Doesn’t it sound strange?

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/56965/speech-to-be-or-not-to-be-that-is-the-question
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PODCAST #2
ORGANIZATION 

 

*Introduction- it is crucial to
grasp the reader’s attention and
awaken their imagination. It’s
like a hook- we want to leave our
audience wanting more. We do
this with the help of a GRABBER:
this can be a short quote,
anecdote, questions, humour,
historical events, or personal
references. Just remember they
cannot be too long! Also try to
avoid introducing yourself- this
is not meant to be an interview.
One example of what not to do
when you are grabbing the
audience’s attention- do not ask
them to close their eyes and
imagine something. 

Nothing gold Can Stay – Robert
Frost 
https://poets.org/poem/nothing-
gold-can-stay
 
“Nature's first green is gold, 
Her hardest hue to hold. 
Her early leaf's a flower; 
But only so an hour. 
Then leaf subsides to leaf, 
So Eden sank to grief, 
So dawn goes down to day 
Nothing gold can stay.”

The next step in the introduction
the forecast- this is the first time
we mention the points we want
to cover in our speech. The
forecast should be presented in
a clear way making it easy to
remember and refer to later.

 Body of the speech
 If a speech is lengthier it is
better to have less points so
that the audience doesn’t get
bored or lost. Less is more when
it comes to presenting points,
so that the connection from the
first and last point is coherent.
Even in everyday life when you
want to fit so much into a
sentence it just sounds chaotic.

*Conclusion- We want our
audience to remember the
content of our speech and what
is more leave an impact on
them. Sum-up: We obviously
don’t want to repeat everything
that had just been said, but
rather sum up the main issues
in a compact way. This way out
5-minute speech doesn’t turn
into a 10-minute speech J

CLOSURE: it is crucial to give
your speech closure. Just like in
Friends when Ross and Rachel
broke up, Rachel needed
closure- something that signals
we are no doubt finished. This
can also be some kind of quote
or anecdote. 

https://poets.org/poem/nothing-gold-can-stay
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 Try not to literally say- I’m
finished. The catchy quote or
anecdote should be connected
to the rest of the speech. We
don’t want to add something
random just because we like it, it
can be some food for thought-
something for later reflection.

PRACTICE: try to make a rough
draft of points for a speech on
the topic- Words are not
enough. Think of some good
grabbers for this topic. All
interpretations are welcome.
Compare and contrast with the
rest of the group. 
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 *Before speaking: 

-sit on your hands, it may sound
strange but it takes your focus
off the stress (may not be
appropriate for hypochondriacs) 

-remember to eat something, so
you don’t feel nauseous while
speaking

-relax- listen to music, watch
your favourite speech

-don’t over practice your speech,
you’ll be fine if you’re well-
prepared

-try to avoid discussing your
speech with other participants
before giving it, there is no need
to compare speeches as it might
make you feel self-conscious or
start to question your ideas

*While speaking:

-eye contact, if you feel
uncomfortable looking directly
in someone’s eyes then try and
look above their foreheads. It
gives the same effect, but is
definitely easier to handle. Don’t
look at only person or the jury. 

- try walking around a bit,
standing in place can feel
awkward. Try not to walk
around in circles, you might get
dizzy. Standing in place is fine
too- do what is comfortable in
your case. Authenticity is key!

-hand gestures- this should
look and feel natural, don’t
overthink it. Again- authenticity
is key! 

PRACTICE: grab a friend or
family member and try to give
them a short 2-minute speech
on the topic- If I had a
superpower. Try to find your
vibe when it comes to hand
gestures, eye contact etc.
Challenge them to try as well!
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WHAT'S IN IT FOR YOU?

*win-win situations 
*opens new doors
*hearing different speeches filled
with new ideas, interpretations
can inspire you 
*meeting new people
*lifelong friendships
*helps you overcome your fears
*boosts your creativity
*shows you that it is okay to have
different opinions 
*public speaking helps you in
other parts of like interviews,
greater confidence
*it’s fun
*basically, endless benefits

*DON’T EAT TWIZZLERS BEFORE
SPEAKING:) and see for yourself
what benefits public speaking has
to hold!

PRACTICE: Eat something sweet
and sticky (like twizzlers:) and say
these tongue twisters three times.
Let’s see if your tongue gets tied!

Red leather, yellow leather
If a dog chews shoes, whose
shoes does he choose?
I thought I thought of thinking of
thanking you.
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*Michelle Obama- one of my
personal favourite public speakers.
She is so personal and relatable
even though the first lady always
was considered untouchable.
Michelle Obama grabs our hearts
by mentioning their daughters.
She is a mom first. Children are
always watching us and this is also
applicable to the bigger picture of
a country. “When they go low, we
go high.”- their motto. She breaks
the democrat vs. republican
stereotype because at the end of
the day, it doesn’t matter in the
eyes of children. She is so
authentic and confident. We
almost forget she is promoting
Hilary Clinton. It’s politics, but it
doesn’t get dirty. We understand
every word she says, she’s clear
and motivated, calm and
composed. She refers to Donald
Trump without naming names- “so
don’t let anyone ever tell you that
this country isn’t great and we
need to make it great again.”

“Let’s get to work.”- closure
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4ZNWYqDU948

*Another speech I appreciate is
quite different. How to live before
you die- Steve Jobs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=UF8uR6Z6KLc

 

He is much calmer in the way
he speaks, he is also incredibly
relatable and authentic. Jobs
describes three stories- making
it easy to follow and coherent.
Perfect for audiences of
different ages. Closure: Stay
hungry, stay foolish. 

PRACTICE: Take a speech or
even a Tedtalk and see if you
can spot all the elements
discussed in the podcasts and
worksheets. What things do
you appreciate and what parts
are you not a big fan of?
Compare and contrast with the
rest of the group.

Here is a list of three you can
listen to:

-Oprah Winfrey’s Life Advice
Will Change Your Future:
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=RLTgnOuYb6o

-President John F. Kennedy’s
Inaugural Address:
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=NwM6s55no6U

-I Have a Dream speech by
Martin Luther King Jr.:
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=vP4iY1TtS3s

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZNWYqDU948
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UF8uR6Z6KLc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RLTgnOuYb6o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwM6s55no6U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vP4iY1TtS3s


(the people behind the project)

THE SMUCZYNSKI SISTERS

SARA SMUCZYNSKA- THE OLDER SISTER. 
 

I ’VE BEEN PASSIONATE ABOUT PUBLIC SPEAKING SINCE I WAS 16 WHEN I WON THE
NATIONAL FINALS OF THE ENGLISH SPEAKING UNION’S PUBLIC SPEAKING COMPETITION.
PARTICIPATING IN THE INTERNATIONAL FINALS OF THIS COMPETITION ALLOWED ME TO

CONQUER MY FEARS ESPECIALLY BEING A SHY AND ANXIOUS PERSON. NOW I AM PROUD
I CAN PASS THIS ACQUIRED  ENERGY AND KNOWLEDGE ONTO THE YOUNGER

GENERATION WITH THE HOPE OF INSPIRING THEM TO MOVE ON AND DO GREAT THINGS.
WORKING WITH CHILDREN AND YOUNG ADULTS KEEPS MY IDEAS FRESH AND MY MIND

OPEN. BESIDES PUBLIC SPEAKING, I LOVE TRAVELING AND SOAKING UP THE SUN,
TEACHING ENGLISH AND OF COURSE, DOGS. 

 
JULIA MIA SMUCZYNSKA - THE YOUNGER SISTER.

 
 I AM A BOUNCING BALL OF ENERGY. I AM CHARISMATIC, ENERGETIC, DIPLOMATIC AND

PASSIONATE ABOUT EVERYTHING I DO. I LOVE PEOPLE AND I AM GENUINELY INTERESTED
IN EVERY HUMAN BEING. I AM ALSO RESILIENT AND HARD-WORKING. MY BIGGEST

PASSION IS PUBLIC SPEAKING, BUT I ALSO LOVE TRAVELLING, SEEING NEW PLACES,
DISCOVERING NEW CULTURES AND GETTING TO KNOW NEW PEOPLE. I TREAT EACH

SITUATION AS A CHALLENGE AND OPPORTUNITY TO GROW. I AM INVOLVED IN MANY
PROJECTS, AND I AM EVEN ORGANIZING MY OWN CONFERENCE. MY BIGGEST DREAM IS

TO CHANGE THE WORLD INTO A BETTER PLACE FOR EVERY HUMAN BEING.


